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Abstract

We present an analysis of J/lc, --f rfl(1285),  fl( 1285) t T+T-T+TT-,  using the

Mark III detector at SPEAR, based on 5.8 x lo6 produced J/T/I events. We measure

B(J/$--‘it jfl(1285),fl(1285) -+ 7r+rB7r+a-)  = (4.8 f 1.3 f 0.9) x 10m5. We obtain

a new measurement of the absolute branching ratio of J/G + --yfl( 1285). The mixing

angle of the fl( 1285) and the fl(1420) in the l++ nonet is determined.



The observation of the fl( 1285) in radiative J/lc, decays contributes to our un-

derstanding of the C = + axial-vector nonet. The rates of J/G + rfi(1285) and

Jl$ + rfi(1420) are related to the degree of mixing in the axial-vector nonet [1,2].

The Mark III experiment has measured J/ll, + yfr(1285)  in the ~~71- [3],  KKT [4],

and rp [5] final states. We report herein the observation of J/lc, -+ rfl( 1285) in the

yr+7rr-7r+rr-  final state. This completes the set of measurements of J/lc, + -y fl(l285)

in all known fi( 1285) major decay modes [6].._ _

The data sample consists of 5.8 x lo6 J/t+b’s, collected with the Mark III detector [7]

at the SLAC e+e- storage ring SPEAR. Events are selected with four charged tracks

of zero total charge and one to four neutral showers. Each charged track is required

to satisfy ] cos 81 < 0.85, where 0 is the polar angle of the track with respect to the

beam axis. The neutral showers are required to have a detected energy of at least

50 MeV, to be inside well modelled regions of the electromagnetic calorimeter [8] and

to be outside a cone with half-angle 18’ around any charged track. Four-constraint *

kinematic fits to the J/$ --f yr +;rr-7rs7r-  hypothesis are applied to the four charged

tracks and each one of the neutral showers. The fit with the best probability, required

to be greater than 5%, is retained. To suppress the J/T/I + rKsK9 background, events

are rejected if both 7r+?r- pairs have 0.48 < M,+,- < 0.52 GeV.

The principal background to the J/$ + y7r+7r-7r+am decay is the copious

JN -+ 7r07r+7r-7T+7r- reaction. To suppress this background, events with P;(y) >

0.0015 GeV2 are removed, where P;(y) = [2Pmiss  sin(S/2)12,  Pmiss  is the momentum

vector opposite to the x+t,-7r+,- system and S is the angle between Pmiss and the

observed radiative photon direction.

The n+w-r+r- invariant mass distribution is shown in fig. 1. A clear enhance-

ment is seen between 1.25 and 1.31 GeV, over a rapidly rising background. The
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background under this enhancement is mainly due to residual J/T) + T~K~T-T+T-

events. To determine the resonance parameters, the 7r+~-~+7r- invariant mass dis-

tribution is fitted with a nonrelativistic Breit-Wigner line shape, convoluted with

a Gaussian resolution function, and a background parametrized by an exponential

function. The result of the fit is 56 f 15 resonance events, and a resonance mass of

(1.279 f 0.005) GeV.

To-determine the spin and parity of the resonance, we study the angular dis-

tributions of its decays. There are two angles that are particularly sensitive to

different spin-parity assignments [9]: x, the angle between the planes defined by

7r+n-- pairs in the 7rlT+7rTT-7r+r- center of mass; and 0,+, the angle between the 7r+ in

the 7r+7r- center of mass and the 7r + -r direction. The x and the cos 6,t distribu-

tions are’shown in figs. 2(a) and 2(b) respectively, for events in the fl(l285) region

(1.25 < M,t,-,t,- < 1.31 GeV), after a background subtraction. The magnitude
._ I(

of the background is estimated from the fit to fig. 1, and its shape is estimated from

the x and cos 8,t distributions in nearby side bands (1.175 < M,t,-,t,-  < 1.225

and 1.335 < M,t,-,t,-  < 1.385 GeV).  The overlaid curves show the x and cos 8,t

Monte Carlo distributions [lo] for a Jp = 1+ or Jp = O- fr(1285),  including combi-

natorial effects and detector biases. The data agree with a Jp = l+ assignment for

the resonance, identifying the resonance as the fl(1285).

The branching ratio of J/T) -+ rfl(1285), fl(1285) + 7r+7r-7r+rw is measured to

be:

B( J/G + rfi (1285),  fi (1285) + ~+a-T+T-)  = (4.8 f 1.3 zt 0.9) x 1O-5 . (1)

The first error is the statistical error obtained from the fit. The second error is

the systematic uncertainty obtained by adding in quadrature the error on the number
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TABLE I. J/ll,  -+ rfl branching ratios.

Reaction Reference Branching ratio ( 10m4)

J/lc, + rfi(1285), fi(1285) + rn-rn- This paper 1.44 f 0.39 f 0.27

J/+ + rfi(1285), fi(1285) +&T, S + yr 3 3.90 f 0.42 f 0.87

J/+ + rfi(1285), fi(1285) --f 6n, 6 --t Itli; 12 0.66 3~ 0.26 f 0.29

J/$ ---) rfi(1285), fi(l285) + rp” 5 0.25 f 0.07 f 0.03

._ -

Jill,  --) rfi (1285) This paper 6.25 f 0.63 f 1.03

Jllc,  + rfi(1420) 13 8.7 f 1.4 2;:;

of J/g events (8.5%), the Monte Carlo simulation (5%), the choice of fit background

(12%) and variation of selection criteria (11%).

The Mark III measurements of the isospin corrected product branching ratios D
of J/$ + yfi(1285), fi(1285) + X are summarized in Table I. The Particle Data

Group list no other major fl( 1285) decays [6]. Assuming the final states in rows 1 to 4

account for all f I( 1285) decays [ 111, we obtain the branching ratio of J/lc, + yfi (1285)

(Table I, row 5), where common systematic errors have been removed. Our result

for B( J/G + rfl(1285)) is compatible with predictions from hard QCD calculations

that include longitudinal gluons in the hadronization process [l]. Our result for

(B(fi(1285)  + ‘ITrX’IT+(B(fi(1285) t r/~r)) is 0.37 f 0.11 f 0.11, while the PDG

summary quotes 0.76 f 0.16 for this ratio [6].

There are currently two candidates for the heavier partner of the fl(1285) in the

l++ nonet, the fr( 1420) and the fl(1530). The fi(1530) has not been observed in

- J/$ decays. We have recently studied the decay J/1c,  + -yKl(n [13], and measured a

K*IC  peak in the 1 ++ channel consistent with the fl(1420) resonance. By identifying
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this peak with the fr(1420) and assuming B(fl(1420)  + K*K) = 1, we obtain the

branching ratio of J/1c, --f rfi(1420)  (Table I, row 6).

If the fl(1420) is the heavier partner of the fi(1285), we can define a mixing

angle in the l++ nonet, cy, by [14]: tan20 = f (B( J/G + rfi WW))/(B(J/+ +
?fd1285)))e  The  function f has the  form I21 (P~~(1285,)/(P~~(1420))’  where  PfI(1285)
(pfl(1420)) is the momentum of the fl(1285) (fi( 1420)) in the J/T) rest frame. The

parameter n has been varied from 1 to 5, and the effect is included in the systematic

error on cr. Using the results from Table I rows 5 and 6 we obtain CY = (52.0 f 2.7 f

3.6)'.

Ideal mixing in the l++ nonet corresponds to o = 35.3’. Our result shows

that the fl( 1285) and the fi( 1420) are not ideally mixed, in agreement with results

from two.photon interactions [15]. The axial vector mixing angle can be compared

to the Gell-Mann-Okubo quadratic mass formula prediction [IS], aquad. Using the

Particle Data Group’s mass values for the fl( 1285), -yr(1420),  al( 1260), Kr(1270) and ”

Kr(l400) states [l7], we obtain C+ad = (46f9)“, in agreement with the mixing angle

determined from the radiative decay rates of the Jfll, to the l++ isoscalar mesons.

To summarize, we have observed fl(1285) decays into 7r+rr-7r+7r- and measure:

B(JJ$ + yfi(1285),  fi(1285) + 7r+n-7r+7rm) = (4.8 f 1.3 f 0.9) x 10m5. Using all

other fl(l285) deta modes measured by this experiment, we determine B(J/$  --fy

rfi(1285)) = (6.25 f 0.63 f 1.03) x 10e4. The mixing angle of the fi(1285)  and the
fl(1420) in the l++ nonet is calculated to be (52.0 f 2.7 f 3.6)‘.

We gratefully acknowledge the dedicated efforts of the SPEAR and Stanford Lin-

ear Accelerator operating staff. One of us (G.E.) wishes to thank the Heisenberg

Foundation for support.
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Figure Captions

1. The r+n-7r+7rA invariant mass distribution for events of the type J/lc, -+

yr+,-T+,-. T he curves show the fit results for the background +fr(1285)- -
(solid), and the exponential background (dashed).

2. Decay angular distributions for the fr(l285) in the mass region (1.25 <

A!,+,-,+,-  < 1.31 GeV) following a background subtraction described in the

text.-  The curves show the Monte Carlo expectation for a Jp = l+f1(1285)

(solid), and the Monte Carlo expectation for a Jp = O-fr(1285)  (dashed).

(a) x (two entries per event) and (b) cos 8,t (four entries per event).
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